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Abstract
In the western United States, more than 79 000 km2 has been converted to irrigated agriculture and urban areas. These changes
have the potential to alter surface temperature by modifying the energy budget at the land–atmosphere interface. This study reports
the seasonally varying temperature responses of four regional climate models (RCMs) – RSM, RegCM3, MM5-CLM3, and
DRCM – to conversion of potential natural vegetation to modern land-cover and land-use over a 1-year period. Three of the RCMs
supplemented soil moisture, producing large decreases in the August mean (−1.4 to − 3.1 °C) and maximum (− 2.9 to −6.1 °C) 2-m
air temperatures where natural vegetation was converted to irrigated agriculture. Conversion to irrigated agriculture also resulted in
large increases in relative humidity (9% to 36% absolute change). Modeled changes in the August minimum 2-m air temperature
were not as pronounced or consistent across the models. Converting natural vegetation to urban land-cover produced less
pronounced temperature effects in all models, with the magnitude of the effect dependent upon the preexisting vegetation type and
urban parameterizations. Overall, the RCM results indicate that the temperature impacts of land-use change are most pronounced
during the summer months, when surface heating is strongest and differences in surface soil moisture between irrigated land and
natural vegetation are largest.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Anthropogenic land-cover and land-use changes
have dramatically altered the earth's surface, with agriculture, pasture, and urban land occupying more than
54 million km2 (Leff et al., 2004), or 41% of Earth's icefree land area. These large-scale changes affect fresh
water quality and quantity, biodiversity, carbon cycling,
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and climate (Sala et al., 2000; Watson et al., 2000; Pielke
et al., 2002; Feddema et al., 2005). Agricultural expansion and land management practices have both direct
and indirect consequences for regional meteorology and
climate. Use of mineral fertilizers and extensive tilling
can result in soil carbon losses (Lal and Bruce, 1999),
while more sustainable management can help soil
sequester atmospheric carbon dioxide (Watson et al.,
2000). Conversion of natural ecosystems to farmland
alters the surface roughness of vegetation, albedo, leaf
conductance, and other properties that affect exchanges
of water and energy between the land surface and
atmosphere (Pielke et al., 2002). Irrigation may also
have a significant atmospheric impact. In global modeling studies, irrigation results in decreased surface
temperatures, increased relative humidity, and changes
in the temperature profile of the troposphere, with
geographic variations in the strength of these effects
(Boucher et al., 2004; Lobell et al., 2006).
Urban development also has consequences for local
and regional meteorology. Urban climatic processes
such as turbulent atmospheric fluxes and the urban heat
island have been extensively documented (Arnfeld,
2003). Replacing natural vegetation with roads and
buildings often decreases the surface albedo and alters
the local surface energy balance, increasing sensible
heat flux and decreasing latent heat flux. Measurements
have detected differences in intra-urban air temperatures
as large as 9 °C (Eliasson and Svensson, 2003) and
12 °C (Oke, 1981). Previous modeling work at smaller
spatial scales has suggested that even modest shifts in
urban albedo and soil moisture levels can cause large
changes in energy partitioning, local temperature, and
winds (Sailor, 1995; Jacobson, 1999). In the United
States, impervious surface area covers over 100 000 km2
(Elvidge et al., 2004), with the potential to affect water
percolation, runoff, evaporation, and radiation balance.
Although they cover relatively large areas, and have
measurable influence on the local atmosphere, urban
land-cover types and characteristics are often not included in climate modeling studies.
2. The semi-arid western United States
The coterminous western United States U.S. (Fig. 1)
has seen rapid and extensive changes in land-use over
the past 150 years, and urban/suburban growth is projected to continue at a rate three times faster than the rest
of the U.S., for at least the next 50 years (Population
Reference Bureau, 2004). This region is primarily semiarid, with summer drought in many sub-regions. Irrigation has been used to overcome rainfall deficiencies on
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over 73 000 km2 (USDA, 2004). Irrigation has resulted
in unnaturally high evapotranspiration fluxes from many
agricultural areas, with implications for local and regional water and energy budgets, and possibly atmospheric dynamics. Large cities have replaced a variety of
natural vegetation types on more than 6000 km2 in this
region, with implications for temperature, humidity, and
air quality. The western U.S. also has high topographic
variability, including several mountain ranges that
are not captured by general circulation model (GCM)
boundary conditions. Representation of realistic topography in such regions is extremely important for robust
climate prediction (Giorgi et al., 1997; Snyder et al.,
2002). To quantify the effects of past urban and agricultural land-use change, and to incorporate the influence
of the region's variable topography, this study used a
regional climate modeling approach.
Regional climate models (RCMs) are used to investigate climate processes within limited domains, taking
in large-scale climate information from GCMs or global
observational datasets at their lateral boundaries. A
number of RCMs have been previously validated and
used for the western United States (e.g., Chen et al.,
1999; Anderson et al., 2000; Kim, 2001; Kim et al.,
2002; Bell et al., 2004; Leung et al., 2004; Snyder and
Sloan, 2005), and improve the representation of climate
relative to GCMs. This study used an RCM intercomparison approach to determine the modeled temperature
sensitivity to conversion of natural vegetation to agricultural and urban land-uses. By comparing results from
several RCMs, it is possible to identify common temperature responses to land-cover and land-use change in the
western U.S.
3. Materials and methods
3.1. Experimental design
This study used four RCMs (RSM, RegCM3, MM5CLM3, and DRCM, described in detail in Section 3.3)
to conduct a set of climate model sensitivity experiments
to determine a range of seasonal temperature responses
to the introduction of irrigated agriculture and urban
land. Each model was run for two cases in which the
land surface characteristics were changed, while all
other initial and boundary conditions were held constant. Multiple boundary conditions and irrigation parameterizations were used across the models in order to
identify common responses under a variety of model
configurations (Table 1). The first run (MOD) used a
modern vegetation distribution that included both irrigated and non-irrigated agriculture, as well as urban
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Fig. 1. Potential natural (NAT) and modern (MOD) land cover types as represented by the four models. Types are aggregated into broader categories
in this plot: (A) NAT case RSM; (B) NAT case RegCM3; (C) NAT case MM5-CLM3; (D) NAT case DRCM; (E) MOD case RSM; (F) MOD case
RegCM3; (G) MOD case MM5-CLM3; (H) MOD case DRCM.

land. The second run (NAT) used potential natural
vegetation distribution designed for this experiment (see
Section 3.2). The land surface data for the NAT runs do
not include any agricultural or urban land-cover types.
3.2. Land-cover datasets and parameterizations
In climate models, the land surface is represented
with a limited suite of land-cover and vegetation types.
Associated parameters describe the albedo and roughness height of the canopy, and depending on the model,
physiological properties such as leaf conductance and
monthly variation in leaf area. The modern land-cover

descriptions for RSM, RegCM3, and MM5-CLM3 were
derived from the Global Land Cover Characteristics
(GLCC) database (version 2.0), which in turn is based
on 1-km Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) data collected from April 1992 to March
1993 (Loveland et al., 2000). The potential natural landcover description was created at 1-km resolution based
on the GLCC data by replacing anthropogenic types
with their nearest-neighbor natural vegetation types. The
resulting vegetation distributions were checked for consistency with the Ramankutty and Foley (1999) potential
natural vegetation dataset. Because each RCM utilized
a slightly different suite of natural and anthropogenic
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Table 1
Parameters and parameterizations for irrigated agriculture and urban land represented in the four RCMs
Irrigated agriculture parameters

Maximum vegetation
cover (%)
Roughness length (m)
Displacement height (m)
Minimum stomatal
resistance (s/m)
Maximum leaf area index
Top soil layer depth (cm)
Total soil depth (m)
Soil texture type
(sand/silt/clay, %)
Vegetation albedo b

Urban parameters

RSM

RegCM3

MM5-CLM3 DRCM

RSM

RegCM3

MM5-CLM3 DRCM

90

80

85

80

95

5

0

10

0.06
N/A
40

0.06
0.0
45

0.06
0.34
N/A

0.07
N/A
36

0.2287
N/A
999

1.5
6.0
120

0.01
N/A
N/A

0.5
N/A
999

N/A
10
2
Sandy loam
(58:32:10) a

6
10
3
Loam
(43:39:18)

6
1.75
3.4
Sandy clay
loam
(58:15:27) a
VIS: 0.11
NIR: 0.58
None

4
7
2.55
Multiple

N/A
10
2
Loamy sand
(82:12:6) a

1
10
3
Clay
(22:20:58)

N/A
1.75
3.4
Sand
(92:5:3) a

4
7
2.55
Multiple

VIS: 0.02
NIR: 0.15
None

N/A

Total: 0.15

None

Fixed at
0.05 kg/kg

VIS: 0.10
NIR: 0.30
Soil moisture modification Saturation
(all time steps)

VIS: 0.08
NIR: 0.28
Field capacity
(all time steps)

Total:
VIS: 0.09
0.15–0.19
NIR: 0.29
4.8225 ×
None
10− 8 m s− 1 c

a

Soil types are parameterized separately from vegetation types; values given are the dominant values for the urban and agricultural grid cells in the
MOD case.
b
VIS is for the visible range (0.4–0.7 nm); NIR is for the near-infrared range (N0.7 nm).
c
4.8225 × 10− 8 m s− 1 when the top soil layer temperature is greater than 12 °C, and zero when less than 12 °C.

land-cover types, custom translations of the Olsen
Global Ecosystems version of the GLCC data were
created for each model. Both MOD and NAT land-cover
datasets were aggregated separately for each model to
the coarser resolution (25–30 km) grids used in the
experiments (Fig. 1). In the DRCM regional climate
model, an earlier version of the GLCC database (Loveland et al., 1995) was used to specify MOD vegetation.
For the NAT case in DRCM, all urban and agricultural
land in MOD was replaced with the “shrubland” vegetation type. The resulting land-cover distributions
differed in the exact number and types of vegetation
categories among the models (Fig. 1).
Irrigation timing and amount vary geographically at
much finer spatial scales than a typical RCM grid cell
size. In addition, water rights are held tightly in the
western U.S., so spatially explicit data on irrigation is
scarce. The four models varied in the manner by which
soil moisture was altered to mimic irrigation in the
irrigated cropland land-cover type, ranging from saturation at all time steps to no modification of soil moisture
(Table 1). The models also differed in prescribed soil
properties, canopy properties, and vegetation cover for
agricultural types (Table 1). Finally, RegCM3, MM5CLM3, and DRCM represented monthly changes in
crop properties, such as leaf area, whereas RSM did not.
Like irrigation, variation in the properties of urban
land occurs at resolutions finer than the RCM grids.
However, the footprint of urban areas is significant

enough to warrant inclusion in land surface models (Jin
et al., 2005). The urban land-cover type was parameterized differently among the models (Table 1). In DRCM
the soil moisture was fixed at a low level at all time steps
but was not explicitly modified in the other three models.
None of the models included the effects of anthropogenic
heat release due to combustion (Sailor, 1995).
3.3. Model descriptions
3.3.1. RSM
The version of the Regional Spectral Model (RSM)
(Juang and Kanamitsu, 1994) used for this study was
originally developed at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), and was subsequently
updated at the Experimental Climate Prediction Center
(ECPC) of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
(SIO) (Kanamitsu et al., 2005). The RSM applies sine
and cosine series to the deviation of the full forecast
field from the global base field (perturbations), and is
capable of very accurate and efficient spectral calculations (Juang and Kanamitsu, 1994). A “scale selective
bias correction scheme” (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu,
2005) was used to reduce error relative to the reanalysis
boundary conditions in the large-scale (N 1000 km)
fields within the regional domain. RSM uses the relaxed
Arakawa–Schubert convection scheme (Moorthi and
Suarez, 1992) and the radiation package of Chou (Chou
and Suarez, 1994; Chou and Lee, 1996). The land
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surface model is the Oregon State University Land
Scheme (OSU2, Pan and Mahrt, 1987), which includes
12 vegetation types and 2 soil layers.
3.3.2. RegCM3
The International Center for Theoretical Physics
(ICTP) Regional Climate Model, RegCM3 (Pal et al., in
press), is a third-generation regional-scale climate
model derived from the National Center for Atmospheric Research–Pennsylvania State (NCAR–PSU) MM5
mesoscale model. RegCM3 includes the same dynamical core as MM5. RegCM3 includes the Biosphere–
Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS1E) (Dickinson
et al., 1993) for surface process representation and the
CCM3 radiative transfer package (Kiehl et al., 1996).
RegCM3 documentation and source code are available
at www.ictp.trieste.it/RegCNET/model.html. For these
experiments, RegCM3 was configured with the Grell
cumulus scheme (Grell, 1993) utilizing the Fritsch and
Chappell closure scheme (Fritsch and Chappell, 1980)
and the Holtslag boundary layer scheme (Holtslag and
Boville, 1993). This version of BATS has 22 land-cover
types and 3 soil layers, with rooting depth and other soil
properties linked to land-cover type (Table 1).
3.3.3. MM5-CLM3
The non-hydrostatic version of the NCAR/Penn State
(PSU) Mesoscale Model version 5.v3.6 (MM5) coupled
with the NCAR Community Land Model version 3
(CLM3) was used here (Jin and Miller, submitted for
publication-a). This study used the Grell convection
scheme (Grell, 1993), and the Medium Range Forecast
(MRF) planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme (Hong
and Pan, 1996). The radiation scheme was taken from
Community Climate Model version 2 (CCM2) (Kiehl et
al., 1994). Mass and heat transfer are described using a
simple crop scheme. In this version, a sophisticated
surface albedo scheme was adopted to improve the
surface energy balance simulations (Oleson et al., 2004;
Jin and Miller, submitted for publication-a). Introduction of a maximum of 8 sub-cells within each CLM3 cell
improves the accuracy of the land surface characterization and the land surface-atmosphere water and energy
flux exchanges. Cropland in CLM3 is specified
according to leaf area index, roughness height, and
vegetation fraction. This version of CLM3 has 24 landcover types and 10 soil layers.
3.3.4. DRCM
The Davis Regional Climate Model (DRCM) is
derived from the NCAR–PSU MM5V3.6 mesoscale
model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001). The configuration

used in this study includes the five-phase (cloud drops,
rain, ice, snow, and graupel) Goddard precipitation
scheme (Lin et al., 1983; Tao et al., 1989), the relaxed
Arakawa–Schubert convection (Grell, 1993), the Mellor–Yamada 2.5-level planetary boundary layer scheme
(Janjic, 1990, 1994), the Rapid Radiation Transfer
Model (Mlawer et al., 1997), and a slightly modified
version of the fully interactive Noah land surface model
vegetative surface/hydrology scheme (Chen and Dudhia, 2001). The physical attributes of the vegetation for
summer and winter are specified for 24 land-cover
types. The soil is represented with 4 layers, and soil
properties were defined for 19 soil types.
All four RCMs used a common domain centered on
37.5°N/121.5°W, spanning approximately 29°N to
45.5°N and 110°W to 132°W (100°W to 140°W for
DRCM). RSM was run at a 25 km horizontal resolution,
and RegCM3, MM5-CLM3, and DRCM at 30 km. RSM,
RegCM3, and MM5-CLM3 used the NCEP/DOE
Reanalysis II (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) as lateral boundary
condition data, while DRCM used the ECMWF ReAnalysis (ERA-40) (Gibson et al., 1997). All models were
run from 1 October 1995 through 30 September 1996, a
year with average precipitation. RegCM3 runs started in
October 1993, MM5-CLM3 runs started in September
1995, and DRCM runs started in August 1995 to allow
additional time for model spin-up. All models used
prescribed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) over the ocean
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Optimally Interpolated Sea Surface Temperature
(NOAA OISST) dataset (Reynolds et al., 2002) for the
appropriate time period. Finally, the models used similar
CO2 concentrations, held constant for the two experimental runs (348 ppm in RSM, 355 ppm in RegCM3 and
MM5-CLM3, and 330 ppm in DRCM).
As a model validation step, this study compared
monthly average output from the MOD runs by the four
RCMs to gridded observations from the University of East
Anglia Climate Research Unit (CRU) high-resolution,
time-series dataset TS2.1 (Mitchell and Jones, 2005),
including 2 m mean, maximum, and minimum temperatures, temperature range, precipitation and surface vapor
pressure. This report focuses on January and August 1996,
as they represent the wet/cool and dry/warm seasons,
respectively, in this region.
4. Results
4.1. Modern RCM results compared with observations
All four models captured regional variations in
August 2 m mean air temperature (Tmean) except in
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California's Central Valley, where RSM, RegCM3 and
DRCM showed a cool bias (Fig. 2). RSM and RegCM3
also underestimated Tmax in parts of the Central Valley
by up to ∼8 °C, where soil moisture was supplemented
under irrigated cropland (not shown). The cool biases in
irrigated regions in the three models supplementing soil
moisture, with less bias in MM5-CLM3, suggest that
soil moisture is prescribed to be too high where irrigation is specified, or the resolution of the models (and
perhaps the CRU data) is too coarse to capture spatial
variation in land-use. DRCM underestimated August
Tmax by ∼ 4–8 °C throughout the modeled domain (not
shown). The models also captured the broad patterns in
January Tmean, with cool biases in DRCM and MM5CLM3 in parts of Nevada and a warm bias in RSM in
Central California (Fig. 2). Some of the models had
modest to substantial cold biases of ∼ 4 °C in January
Tmax in individual subregions, but only DRCM underestimated Tmax over most of the region (not shown). All
of the models overestimated observed January Tmin by
up to ∼ 5 °C along the central California coast and in the
Central Valley (not shown). RSM, RegCM3, and
DRCM also overestimated Tmin in Nevada and eastern
Oregon (not shown). As a result of warm biases in Tmin
and cool biases in Tmax, all four models underestimated
the diurnal temperature range (DTR) by up to ∼ 10 °C
throughout the model domain in January, and RSM and
DRCM underestimated DTR in August by ∼8 °C (not
shown). CRU DTR varies from 12 °C to more than
24 °C in August, and from 5 °C to more than 15 °C in
January in this region. The consistent underestimation
across models and seasons could be due to differences in
how DTRs are calculated between the models and data,
or to actual dampened diurnal cycles in the models.
All of the models produced more spatial variability in
August precipitation than is evident in the CRU observations in this summer-dry region (not shown). All
models overestimated January precipitation in the high
precipitation areas of northern coastal California, the
Oregon Cascade Range, and the Sierra Nevada range
when compared to CRU observations (Fig. 3). However,
given the scarcity of weather stations in these remote
areas, and the interpolation approach used to create the
CRU dataset, the true discrepancy between models and
interpolated data is poorly constrained. Finally, RSM
overestimated August and January vapor pressure by
∼ 4–12 hPa in areas specified as irrigated agriculture,
particularly in California's Central Valley and Imperial
Valley, where CRU vapor pressure is ∼ 8–20 hPa (not
shown), likely a result of prescribing saturated soil in
these areas. DRCM underestimated surface vapor
pressure in much of California and western Arizona,
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Fig. 2. January (left column) and August (right column) mean 2-m
temperature (°C) from the four MOD cases and CRU observations:
(A) January RSM; (B) January RegCM3; (C) January MM5-CLM3;
(D) January DRCM; (E) January CRU; (F) August RSM; (G) August
RegCM3; (H) August MM5-CLM3; (I) August DRCM; (J) August CRU.
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Fig. 3. January precipitation (mm) from the four MOD cases and CRU
observations: (A) RSM; (B) RegCM3; (C) MM5-CLM3; (D) DRCM;
(E) CRU.

while RegCM3 underestimated vapor pressure in
southeastern California in January (not shown).
4.2. Effects of converting natural vegetation to irrigated
agriculture
The temperature effects of converting potential
natural vegetation to irrigated agriculture were quantified as the difference between the two cases, MOD
− NAT, for each model and all variables. Temperature
responses were qualitatively consistent across models,
and varied strongly through the seasons. While DRCM
applied a temperature criterion to determine irrigation
timing, both RSM and RegCM3 supplemented soil
moisture at every time step throughout the year, and
MM5-CLM3 did not include irrigation. Nonetheless,
across the three models that included irrigation, the
resulting differences in soil moisture in irrigated areas
between the cases were minimal between December and

February, and most pronounced from June to September
due to seasonal variation in precipitation and solar
radiation, particularly in California's Central Valley
(Fig. 4). The seasonal variation in Tmax, Tmean, and latent
heat flux differences follows the soil moisture pattern,
with more muted variation (and diverging model
responses to irrigation) for Tmin (Fig. 4). MM5-CLM3,
which did not supplement soil moisture, produced
very little change throughout the year for the same
variables, reinforcing the relatively large influence of
soil moisture, and proportionally small influence of
other canopy properties in irrigated agricultural areas, on
temperature.
To determine the spatial extent and spatial variability
in modeled temperature responses, we examined January
(wet season) and August (dry season) means. In August,
RSM, RegCM3, and DRCM all produced widespread
temperature differences: Tmean and Tmax were reduced
several degrees (−1.4 to −6.1 °C), averaged over all areas
converted to irrigated agriculture (Table 2), with the
largest decreases occurring in the Central and Imperial
Valleys in RegCM3 (Fig. 5). By way of comparison, the
interannual range in August mean temperature spans
3.9 °C over the 102 years of the CRU TS2.1 dataset,
averaged over the same irrigated areas. August Tmin responses were less consistent among the models, with
Tmin rising in RSM, declining in RegCM3, and with no
discernible effect in DRCM (Table 2). As a result of
the above changes, RSM, RegCM3, and DRCM produced substantial decreases in DTR in irrigated areas
(Table 2).
The August temperature changes reflected large
modifications to the water and energy budgets during
this warm, dry part of the year. Top layer soil moisture
in RSM, RegCM3, and DRCM was increased substantially with irrigation (Fig. 6 and Table 2). This led to
∼ fivefold increases in latent heat flux in these three
models (Fig. 7 and Table 2). Sensible heat flux decreased by 76–100 W/m2 (Table 2), a change opposite
in sign but similar in magnitude to the change in latent
heat flux. Net long-wave flux also decreased slightly in
both RSM and RegCM3. RSM and RegCM3 both
produced strong increases in relative humidity in irrigated areas, with a more pronounced effect in RSM
(36%) than in RegCM3 (23%) (Table 2). DRCM
produced a smaller increase in relative humidity (9%).
Averaged over all irrigated areas, January temperature changes were modest across the models (Fig. 5
and Table 2). The small January temperature changes
reflect the minor differences in soil moisture, and
consequent energy fluxes, between the two cases during
the rainy season (not shown). Unlike the other models,
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Fig. 4. Monthly variation in climate differences between MOD and NAT cases averaged over irrigated agriculture in the Central Valley for the four
models (n = 44 for RSM, n = 27 for RegCM3, n = 21 for MM5-CLM3, and n = 21 for DRCM). (A) Monthly soil moisture anomalies (m3/m3); (B) monthly
maximum 2-m temperature anomalies (°C); (C) monthly latent heat flux anomalies (W/m2); (D) monthly minimum 2-m temperature anomalies (°C).

RSM produced a large difference in soil moisture
(+ 0.25 m3/m3) in all irrigated areas in January (Table 2),
a result of specifying soil moisture at saturation

throughout the year. RSM also produced increased
January Tmin values of 1 °C to 4 °C in the Central Valley,
an effect that is not replicated in the other models (not

Table 2
Change in near-surface climate variables between NATand MOD cases (MOD − NAT), spatially averaged over all grid cells specified as irrigated agriculture
in MOD, with standard errors given in parentheses (n= 133 for RSM, n= 65 for RegCM3, n =46 for MM5-CLM3, and n = 64 grid cells for DRCM)
Variable a

Tmean
Tmax
Tmin
DTR
LHFS
SHFS
SMT
RHS

January

August

RSM

RegCM3

MM5-CLM3

DRCM

RSM

RegCM3

MM5-CLM3

DRCM

0.23
(0.03)
− 0.28
(0.05)
0.76
(0.06)
− 1.0
(0.1)
1
(2)
0
(1)
0.25
(0.009)
1.6
(0.6)

0.06
(0.05)
−0.15
(0.09)
0.22
(0.03)
−0.37
(0.08)
2
(2)
−1
(1)
0.02
(0.006)
0.3
(0.5)

−0.1
(0.1)
−0.10
(0.08)
0.0
(0.2)
−0.1
(0.1)
−4.1
(0.7)
4
(10)
0.00
(0.004)
−2.4
(0.2)

− 0.11
(0.03)
− 0.27
(0.07)
0.05
(0.02)
− 0.32
(0.07)
6
(1)
− 3.1
(0.8)
0.05
(0.008)
1.9
(0.3)

− 1.5
(0.1)
− 3.1
(0.3)
1.99
(0.06)
− 5.1
(0.3)
110
(3)
− 102
(3)
0.47
(0.003)
35.8
(0.8)

− 3.1
(0.2)
− 6.1
(0.3)
− 0.84
(0.09)
− 5.3
(0.3)
134
(3)
− 99
(3)
0.22
(0.004)
23.0
(0.8)

− 0.92
(0.07)
− 0.41
(0.03)
− 1.4
(0.1)
0.9
(0.1)
− 0.6
(0.3)
− 20
(2)
0.00
(0.000)
1.6
(0.2)

− 1.4
(0.1)
− 2.9
(0.2)
0.10
(0.06)
− 3.0
(0.2)
100
(5)
− 76
(4)
0.18
(0.006)
8.8
(0.6)

a
Tmean, mean 2-m temperature (°C); Tmax, maximum 2-m temperature (°C); Tmin, minimum 2-m temperature (°C); DTR, 2-m diurnal temperature
range (°C); LHFS, latent heat flux at land surface (W/m2); SHFS, sensible heat flux at land surface (W/m2); SMT, top soil layer soil moisture (m3/m3);
RHS, 2-m relative humidity (%).
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4.3. Effects of converting natural vegetation to urban
land-cover
The temperature effects of converting natural vegetation to urban land-cover were smaller and more diverse
than the effects of conversion to irrigated agriculture, due
to the smaller spatial extent of urban areas and considerable variation in urban parameterizations among the
models (see Section 3.2 and Table 1). August Tmean and
Tmin increased with conversion to urban cover in all
models but DRCM, which produced slight decreases
(Table 3). Tmax also increased in RSM, RegCM3, and
DRCM, while decreasing in MM5-CLM3 (Table 3). As a
result of the diverse changes in Tmax and Tmin, diurnal
temperature range increased in RSM and DRCM, was
unchanged in RegCM3, and decreased in MM5-CLM3
(Table 3). Soil moisture increased, latent heat flux
decreased, and sensible heat flux increased in RSM and
RegCM3 (Table 3) reflecting combined changes in
vegetation cover, stomatal resistance, and soil properties
(Table 1). Soil moisture was kept low in DRCM (Table 1),
which also produced decreased latent and increased
sensible heat fluxes. MM5-CLM3 represented urban land
as bare ground, and as a result produced decreased soil

Fig. 5. January (left column) and August (right column) mean 2-m
temperature (Tmean) anomalies (MOD − NAT) (°C): (A) January RSM;
(B) January RegCM3; (C) January MM5-CLM3; (D) January DRCM;
(E) August RSM; (F) August RegCM3; (G) August MM5-CLM3;
(H) August DRCM. Based on 57-year, 10-km reanalysis output
generated by RSM (which does not include land use), the January
Tmean standard deviation is 1.7 °C and the August Tmean standard
deviation is 1.3 °C, averaged over irrigated areas in this region
(Kanamitsu and Kanamaru, in press).

shown). One area that experienced minor increases in
January soil moisture and latent heat flux with irrigation
in all three models was the otherwise warm, dry Imperial
Valley (not shown).

Fig. 6. August soil moisture anomalies (MOD − NAT) in m3/m3:
(A) RSM; (B) RegCM3; (C) MM5-CLM3; (D) DRCM. Based on 57year, 10-km reanalysis output generated by RSM (which does not
include land use), the August soil moisture standard deviation is
0.009 m3/m3, averaged over irrigated areas in this region (Kanamitsu
and Kanamaru, in press).
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sign as those in August, but DRCM and MM5-CLM3
produced more idiosyncratic results (Table 3). Unlike
with conversion to irrigated agriculture, conversion of
natural vegetation to urban land resulted in similarly
small temperature effects (≤ 1 °C) in January and August
(with the exception of MM5-CLM3 increases in Tmin of
2.0 °C) (Table 3). By way of comparison, January Tmean
and August Tmean standard deviations were 1.9 °C and
1.2 °C, respectively, in 57-year, 10-km reanalysis output
generated by RSM (which does not include land-use)
averaged over all urban areas in the domain (Kanamitsu
and Kanamaru, in press).
5. Discussion
5.1. Latent cooling dominates temperature effects of
irrigation
In the three models that supplemented soil moisture
to higher levels under irrigated agriculture (RSM,
RegCM3, and DRCM), changes in surface air temperature largely consistent with theoretical predictions
were found. That is, by significantly increasing water
available for evaporation, without substantially altering energy absorbed at the surface, under otherwise dry
conditions there should be a an increase in latent
energy flux (Bonan, 2002). Converting natural vegetation to irrigated crops did in fact lead to a shift from
sensible to latent heat flux, which in turn resulted in
lower mean and maximum surface air temperatures
during the dry season. It also resulted in substantially

Fig. 7. August latent heat flux anomalies (MOD − NAT) in W/m2: (A)
RSM; (B) RegCM3; (C) MM5-CLM3; (D) DRCM. Based on 57-year,
10-km reanalysis output generated by RSM (which does not include
land use), the August latent heat flux standard deviation is 15.8 W/m2,
averaged over irrigated areas in this region (Kanamitsu and Kanamaru,
in press).

moisture, decreased latent and increased sensible fluxes
(Table 3).
In January, RSM and RegCM3 produced changes in
temperatures, energy fluxes and humidity of the same

Table 3
Change in near-surface climate variables between potential NAT and MOD cases (MOD − NAT), spatially averaged over all grid cells specified as
urban in MOD, with standard errors given in parentheses (n = 18 for RSM, n = 11 for RegCM3, n = 11 for MM5-CLM3, and n = 11 for DRCM)
Variable a

Tmean
Tmax
Tmin
DTR
LHFS
SHFS
SMT
RHS
a

January

August

RSM

RegCM3

MM5-CLM3

DRCM

RSM

RegCM3

MM5-CLM3

DRCM

0.16
(0.07)
0.21
(0.06)
0.16
(0.04)
0.05
(0.06)
−4
(2)
4
(1)
0.03
(0.01)
− 1.1
(0.3)

0.51
(0.09)
0.67
(0.08)
0.5
(0.1)
0.2
(0.2)
−5
(1)
10
(1)
0.21
(0.04)
−2.8
(0.4)

− 0.39
(0.05)
− 0.50
(0.08)
− 0.1
(0.2)
− 0.4
(0.2)
− 2.8
(0.9)
−5
(2)
0.03
(0.01)
0.9
(0.4)

0.10
(0.05)
0.29
(0.06)
− 0.19
(0.05)
0.48
(0.09)
−9
(1)
9
(2)
− 0.14
(0.02)
− 1.3
(0.3)

0.29
(0.08)
0.6
(0.3)
0.3
(0.1)
0.3
(0.3)
− 18
(2)
17
(4)
0.04
(0.01)
− 0.1
(0.8)

1.1
(0.2)
1.0
(0.3)
1.0
(0.1)
0.0
(0.4)
− 15
(7)
17
(6)
0.14
(0.03)
− 3.1
(0.9)

0.8
(0.1)
− 0.4
(0.1)
2.0
(0.2)
− 2.4
(0.3)
− 2.9
(0.8)
− 46
(4)
0.12
(0.01)
− 0.6
(0.4)

− 0.3
(0.2)
0.1
(0.2)
− 0.5
(0.2)
0.6
(0.3)
−9
(3)
25
(4)
− 0.07
(0.02)
1.1
(0.4)

Variables and units as in Table 2.
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higher relative humidity. As demonstrated by the
MM5-CLM3 results, conversion of natural vegetation to non-irrigated agriculture does not appear to
have a strong influence on 2-m air temperatures in this
region.
In the three models that included irrigation, the
largest temperature effects were found during the
summer (dry) months of July and August, with some
differences beginning as early as March. The largest
decreases in Tmean occurred over California's Central
and Imperial Valleys. Tmax dropped even more than Tmean, by − 6.1 °C in RSM, − 8.2 °C in RegCM3, and
− 4.7 °C in DRCM in August in the Central Valley.
These temperature changes are consistent with a 20-year
study using RegCM3 in California, which found
statistically significant drops of 3.7 °C in August
mean, and 7.5 °C in August maximum temperatures in
areas converted to irrigated agriculture (Kueppers et al.,
2007). July maximum temperatures under three different
irrigation schemes (soil moisture supplemented
to saturation, field capacity and wilting point) in this
region also consistently decreased proportional to soil
moisture in RSM (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, unpublished manuscript). When irrigation was added to MM5CLM3, this model also achieved a cooling effect, with
the size of the cooling directly related to the degree of
soil moisture enhancement (Jin and Miller, submitted
for publication-b). Interestingly, RegCM3 produced a
larger average effect on the mean and maximum 2-m air
temperatures between June and September than did
RSM, even though RSM forced the soil moisture content to a higher level (saturation, all soil pore space is
filled with water) than RegCM3 (field capacity, soil pore
space is partially filled with water). This was also in
spite of the fact that sensible heat flux decreases were
very similar between RSM and RegCM3, although the
latent heat flux increased slightly more in RegCM3.
Thus, the sign of the irrigation effect on mean and
maximum temperatures was largely consistent across
models, but the magnitude of the effect varies according
to differences in how the models altered soil moisture
content, as well as to differences in atmospheric dynamics and radiative transfer, soil texture, soil thermal
diffusion, and albedo.
The models produced diverse results for the sensitivity of Tmin to the conversion to irrigated agriculture.
RSM produced an increase in August Tmin of up to 2 °C,
while RegCM3 produced a decrease of 1 °C averaged
over all irrigated areas, and DRCM produced near zero
change. The warming effect in RSM was most pronounced in the Central Valley, and persisted regardless
of whether soil moisture was supplemented to satura-

tion, field capacity or the wilting point (Kanamaru and
Kanamitsu, unpublished manuscript). Conversely, over
a 20-year time period, RegCM3 found little consistent
effect of irrigation on Tmin (Kueppers et al., 2007).
When irrigation was added to MM5-CLM3, Tmin increased or decreased, depending on irrigation intensity
(Jin and Miller, submitted for publication-b). In this
study, nighttime sensible heat flux was negative (net
heat uptake by the ground surface) in the NAT case for
both RSM and RegCM3, indicating that the ground was
colder than the air. Under irrigation, nighttime sensible
heat flux was even more negative in RegCM3, perhaps
because the daytime sensible heating was reduced due to
the increase in moisture availability and the increase in
latent heat flux. In RSM, the nighttime latent heat flux
was negative, indicating that warming minimum temperatures could have been influenced by condensation
and the release of latent heat to the lower atmosphere.
The additional water vapor in the MOD case should
result in a higher dew-point temperature, limiting nighttime cooling. Less daytime heating of the soil surface
and higher dew-point temperatures with higher humidity
should occur in all models. Differences in soil properties
and natural vegetation types among the models may also
help explain the differences in response via their effects
on soil heat capacity and conductivity, and on the
nighttime soil–air temperature gradient. In RSM, processes leading to Tmin warming apparently won out,
while they canceled or led to a slight Tmin cooling in
DRCM and RegCM3, respectively.
Christy et al. (2006) presented an analysis of observations in the southern portion of the California Central
Valley (San Joaquin Valley) showing that during the
twentieth century, there have been fairly large, and
seasonally consistent, increases in Tmin and only small
decreases in Tmax in the summer months. Christy et al.
interpret these temperature changes to the expansion of
irrigated areas over time. However, the present model
simulations produce relatively small changes in Tmin
and large decreases in Tmax when natural vegetation is
converted to irrigated agriculture in a sensitivity study.
There are at least three factors that may help to explain
this disparity. First, no warming due to enhanced
greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations was included in
these model simulations, but GHG effects would have
influenced the observational records. Greater GHG
concentrations would have dampened the decreases in
Tmax produced by the models, enhanced any warming
in Tmin, and dampened or reversed cooling of Tmin in
the models. Second, radiative effects of aerosols were
not included in the model simulations. Buildup of
aerosols near the surface from farm activities, vehicle
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emissions, and industrial sources have increased the
trapping of outgoing infrared radiation (IR) at night and
raised Tmin in the observed temperature time series, but
not in the models. Finally, the models may differ in
their representation of the nighttime shallow boundary
layer structure. A realistically shallow boundary layer
would amplify any aerosol effect and possibly increase
near surface humidity and stability, leading to less
nighttime IR loss. Lack of a realistic representation of
this structure in the models would minimize this nighttime effect.
The modeled surface temperature response to the
conversion of natural vegetation to irrigated agriculture
reported here is consistent with other modeling studies in
this and other semi-arid regions (e.g., Adegoke et al.,
2003; Boucher et al., 2004; Lobell et al., 2006; Kueppers
et al., 2007; Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, unpublished
manuscript). However, unlike some other studies
(Barnston and Schickedanz, 1984; Segal et al., 1998)
this study found no discernable effects on precipitation
(data not shown). This discrepancy may be explained by
the fact that precipitation along the west coast of the
United States is very much a winter season phenomenon,
controlled by large-scale weather systems. The greatest
land-use impacts are seen in summer, when precipitation
rarely occurs in this region. A series of 7-day continentalscale integrations show precipitation changes in other
irrigated regions within the United States, but no or
negligible changes in the western-most states (Segal
et al., 1998).
Although this study found no discernible difference
in precipitation between cases, it did find that RSM and
RegCM3 produced slight increases in surface pressure
over irrigated areas, which led to small effects on
surface winds. With the surface air temperature cooling
in the MOD case, the surface pressure increased up to
0.6 hPa in RSM, and up to 1 hPa in RegCM3 in
August. As a result, the low-level westerlies into the
Central Valley weakened. There were few changes in
pressure height and wind above 850 hPa. These surface
pressure and wind changes were the only impacts on
the local atmospheric dynamics due to the land-use
changes, and these effects seem to be confined to the
boundary layer. Although it would be difficult to detect
at the current model resolution, the fact that many of
the irrigated areas are in valleys suggests that changes
to the surface energy and water budgets with irrigation
could alter mountain/valley circulations, particularly
in summer, when synoptic influences are minimal.
The land-use changes did not affect cloudiness or incoming solar radiation at the surface in the current
experiment.
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5.2. Diverse temperature responses to urban land-cover
change
Changing from a natural landscape to one with urban
land-cover leads to small changes in temperature. Urban
land-cover typically has a lower albedo than the natural
land-cover it replaces (Sailor, 1995), increasing the
amount of solar radiation absorbed by the land surface.
This study found that in RegCM3 and RSM this increased absorption led to increased sensible heat flux at
the surface. The increased sensible heat flux led to
increased Tmax, Tmean, and Tmin. In August, DTR also
increased because the increase in Tmax was greater than
the increase in Tmin for both models. Sensible heat flux
and 2-m temperature changes were less consistent in
DRCM and MM5-CLM3 with the conversion to urban
land-cover. Latent heat flux was decreased in all models
due to the removal (MM5-CLM3) or decrease in the
amount (RegCM3, DRCM) of vegetation in the urban
land-cover type. Stomatal resistance was also increased
in some models (RSM, RegCM3) reducing transpiration, and thus latent heat flux. Finally, RegCM3 had less
permeable soil under urban land and DRCM limited the
soil moisture levels, decreasing the availability of soil
water for evaporation. The decrease in latent heat flux
was largest in the summer months. In sum, in this
western U.S. region, the temperature signal of changing
land-cover from natural vegetation to urban land was
dependent upon both the parameterization of the urban
land-cover type and the natural vegetation type that was
replaced, and was not always consistent across models.
6. Conclusions
Land-use change in the western United States has the
potential to alter surface temperatures, humidity, and
energy fluxes, particularly during the warm, dry summer
months. Multiple models detected temperature responses
to conversion of natural vegetation to irrigated agriculture and urban land in California and Idaho. The modeled
effects of urbanization are generally less consistent
across models, due to the diversity of model parameterizations implemented. The nature of these model parameterizations for both irrigated agriculture and urban
land, and relevant physical processes need to be assessed
more rigorously, and refined to more closely represent
anthropogenic land surface processes. Comparison of
model results with atmospheric profiles of moisture,
temperature, winds, and other variables should be undertaken to understand whether irrigation and urbanization
effects can be detected at higher altitudes in this region,
as Boucher et al. (2004) have reported based on a global
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simulation of irrigation. Ultimately, to verify model
results and lend confidence in predictions for the climate
effects of future land-use change, high-resolution and
long-term observational datasets of surface meteorology
and land-use are needed.
The model results described here demonstrate the
effects of converting natural vegetation to both urban
and irrigated agricultural land for a single year with
average precipitation. Interactions between these two
types of land-use change may have enhanced, dampened
or masked independent effects. For example, the grid
cell representing the urban area of Sacramento lies in
California's Central Valley (Fig. 1). The strong cooling
in adjacent cells converted to irrigated agriculture likely
influenced the August temperature change through
advection into the Sacramento grid cell (Fig. 5). The
results also do not include the indirect effects of urban
and agricultural land-use on temperature via atmospheric loading of aerosols from industrial, transportation, or
soil sources. Work by Jacobson (2004) and Rosenfeld
and Givati (2006) has found that past additions of
aerosols to California's atmosphere may have reduced
incoming solar radiation and altered precipitation
patterns.
Finally, the models used fairly simple schemes to
represent irrigation, probably overestimating the amount
of latent cooling. Compared to the CRU observations,
RegCM3, RSM and DRCM produced Tmean and Tmax
values that were too low in the Central Valley in August,
indicating that the models may be over-estimating the
amount of irrigation water in the soils in this area.
Integrating available data on irrigation amounts and
timing into future experiments will produce refined
estimates. Urban land-cover parameterizations also differed widely among the models, resulting in diverse and
sometimes inconsistent temperature impacts from conversion of natural vegetation to urban land. RCMs at a
sufficiently high spatial resolution are needed to represent major urban areas well, and would benefit from an
urban scheme designed to capture aggregate physical
properties of urban areas, including anthropogenic
heating, and their atmospheric influences.
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